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Auto-RX Â� YourPrescription For a Healthy Engine

Inventor Frank Miller has patented a new environmentally safe, non-solvent metal cleaner that
is revolutionizing car care across the globe by eliminating the dirt and sludge responsible for
95 percent of engine problems.

Ponte VedraBeach, Florida (PRWEB) June 21, 2005 -- Inventor Frank Miller has patented a new
environmentally safe, non-solvent metal cleaner that is revolutionizing car care across the globe by eliminating
the dirt and sludge responsible for 95percent of engine problems.

The human story behind Auto-Rx is as dramatic as the results now being achieved by the amazing new product.

A diagnosis of Stage 4 prostate cancer six years ago gave Miller the resolve and determination to leave
something of value behind him -- a viable product that would clean metal and not poison the environment.

An application engineer who worked in the printing industry for over thirty years, Miller discovered that nearly
all of his fellow in-plant technicians had been diagnosed with the same cancer. Â�It was the petroleum-based
solvents used to clean printing presses that did it,Â� declares Miller. Â�Wewere knee-deep in them eight
hours per day, five days per week. Solvents are in the air we breathe. They do not disappear. When they drift
from the printing plant or through the emissions from your car, they get into your skin and pores. Like the
sludge that builds up in your engine and eventually kills it, solvents are killing people like me.Â�

Physically weak, financially strapped, and fighting to stay alive, Miller spent every waking moment at his
computer, searching the world-wide web for the newest non-solvent, non-petroleum chemical technology. Â�I
finally found Natralube 1006, a natural occurring ester chemical formula developed by the Fanning
Corporation. With that formula as a base, we developed the Â�pourabilityÂ� that would make the product
viable.Â�

After successfully doing independent field and emissions tests, receiving U.S. Application Patent #6,544,349
for the product which he named Auto-RX, Miller arranged with Haviland Consumer Products in Grand Rapids,
Mich., to produce and bottle it, set up his Web site and began marketing it over the Internet.
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Contact Information
Frank Miller
AUTO-RX
http://www.auto-rx.com
904-273-9098

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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